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A SUMMARY OF METHODS ON CALCULATIONS OF 

GAS DENSITY 

BY 

T .COUSINS and .. P. MASON. 

(l.O) INTRODUcrION 

'!he objective of this paper is to review someof the current methods 

of calculating density to achieve mass flow measurement. Most flow

meters used for gas measurement, orifice plates, turbine meters, 

vortex meters etc., measure ACTUAL VOLUMETRIC FIDW, or more specifically 

AcrUAL FLOW VELOCITY. The value of product is in its Mass as this 

is an 'inviolate' quantity whereas actual volume flow is different 

for different conditions such as pressure and temperature. Density 

must therefore be measured to be combined with the actual volume flow 

to give mass flow. 

There are four methods of obtaining density for gas : -

a) A fixed estimated value (commonly used in compressed air,steam 

systems and gas supply to consUIOOrs) 

b) Simple checking, by taking a sample of the process fluid and 

measuring its properties in the laboratory. 

c) On line densitometry, mainly vibrating spool densiometers or gas 

chromatography. 

d) Calulation of density by pressure and temperature imputs. 

Tne purpose of this paper is to concentrate on the pressure and 

temperature method of density measurement with emphasis on summarising 

the methods of correcting for compressibility. 

( 2 .O} REVIEW OF C1I'HER METHODS 

Before discussing the p-T method it is worth reviewing the other 

methods as it is sensible practice to use two (or more) methods of 

density determination as a check. Particularly as polling 2 from 3 

in fiscal measurement will add greatly to the the confidence of 

the density measured. 
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(2 .1) FIXED ESTIMATED VALUE 

(2 . 2) 

Obviously with varying pressures and temperatures such a ioothod will 

be inaccurate 1 al though it is useful for 'fallback values 1 and alarm 

limits. Further if temperature and pressure are reasonably constant 

it is a useful check for other methods. It is interesting to note 

that gas is. metered uncorrected to households, taking an average annual 

temperature and an assumed regulated pressure for density calculation. 

While individually the financial value is small, the percentage loss 

to the consumer is the same as the gas producers if they used the same 

method (in the u .K., in an average year British Gas are betweenJ and 5% 

safe in their predictions} 

SAMPLE CHECK.ING 

For this method samples of the gas have to be removed from the pipeline 

and taken to the laboratory for analysis. '!'his can be done in a variety 

of ways, such as the buoyancy gas balance, recording. gravi tometer, 

momentum gr a vi tometer etc. 'Ihe problems wi:th this nethod are ensuring 

the test conditions are the sane as the flowing conditions (if not 

they will have to be related back by calculation with consequent 

errors), how representative is the sample and finally it does not 

represent a continuous measurement. It is however a very useful 

comparison for the on-line density and p-T method. 

(2.2) ON LINE DENSITOMETRY 

There a:r:e several methods for on line densitometry, the vibrating 

spool/plates method and gas· dl.romatography being the nost· common. 

A typical vibrating spool densitometer is shown .. in FIG L The spool 

is set in vibration at resonance in a circumferential IOC>ae. Gas 

passes around the spool changing the mass at the surface, which in 

tum effects t.."le resonant frefuency (f) in_ the form: -

f' = / K/(~s +M~) · 
Where K is the spring rate , Ms is the spool mass and Mg the local 

mass of gas. Obviously for maximum sensitivity the mass of the spool. 

must be as low as possible c:ompared to the gas mass. 'lhe obvious 

advantages of the system are direct measurenent of density, to in many 

cases a very high order of uncertainty ·(better than 0.3%) 

..... 
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There are a number of disadvantages to densitometers: -

1) It is difficult of ensure that the sample passing through the 

densitometer is representative of the fluid passing through the 

meter. This is alleviated somewhat by different methods of positioning. 

the densitometer. 

2) Reliability of the densitometer due to fouling (with the problem 

of being unable to tell when errors occur) 

3) Uncertanty of Velocity of sound correction of certain gases. 

On line Gas chromatography also can be used to give good answers 

of density however it suffers the problems of:-

a) Varying density product will give errors (if faster than 

sample time) 

b) Cost of the instrument. 

c) Lack of ruggedness. 

Both methods can give answers better than p-T methods but because of 

t11e problems can be considered suspect on their own. A sensible 

approach would seem to use ei tiler or both in conjunction with the 

p-T methods to be described in Section 5. ~ 

{3.0) DENSITY REQUIREMENTS 

As previously stated density is required to obtain mass flow as most 

f lowme te rs are volumetric • 

The basic flow equations to be satisfied are: 

ORIFICE PLATE: 

TURBINE/VORTEX: en== K Fe 

A point worth noting is that errors in .density measurement for an orifice 

plate are halved when flow is measured. The positions of measurement 

of pressure and temperature are usually downstream of the orifice and 

then corrected back to the orifice conditions. Fig 2. Measuring 

pressure at the downstream is useful as the jet mixes togetller any 

stratified gas, to give a better density distribution. It is also 

important obviously that the temperature is related to that at the 

orifice. Recent work seems to show that significant temperature 

differences are seen at the orifice due to the fluid mechanism not 

being isothermal or isentropi c. 'Jhis wi 11 impact the density and 

compressibility calculations. 



( 4 .O) ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS 

~asurement of gas is following the trend of all flow measurement in 

that there is a continual push for greater perceived accuracy. However 

many of the. gas installations· are still orifice plates for which 

there is very little opportunity to inprove on the basic orifice plate 

Wloertainty, other than by calibration of each orifice individually. 

'!he drive has therefore concentrated on peripheral measurements such 

as temperature, pressure and density. 'Ihe problem here is that these 

errors are now considerably smaller than the uncertainty of orifice 

plate m=asurement and so the improvements in uncertainty are becoming 
+ + less realistic. On line densitometers can mater within -o.2 to -o.3!t 

subject to installation conditions,. giving an orifice plate a 
+ -o .15% mass flos error due to density. 'lhus for calculation o f 

density in general it is .required that this be better than o.3%. 

Now pressure 

errors to be 

+ measurement error is -0.1% FSD and assuming temperature 
+ 
-0 .05% FSD then . using RMS errors the uncertainty of 

measurement of all. other errors for p-T calculation must be better 
+ 

than -0.26% to be better than densitometry. The la.rgest error will 

o:>me from the calculation of compressibi lity. 

(5.0) DENSITY CALCULATION 

'!he density for a real gas is given by:-

e = PxM~/z.RT 
The compressibil.i ty factor is used to convert the equation from an 

ideal. gas equation to a real gas. For an ideal. gas Z. = 1 
and for a real gas it varies dependant upon ·temperature, pressure, 

gas and mixture. There are a nurrber of mathods of calculating the 

conpressibility either using equations of state (Redl.ich - Kwong) 

or interpolations of data (NX19). Each has a specific application 

and an area over which it is effective. Obviously there is a l.a_rge 

amo\ll\t of research currently going fozward with the objective of 

achieving a uni versa! law. 

,, . 
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(6.0) COMPRESSIBILI'IY OJRREcrIONS 

(6 .1) <X>MPRESSIBILITY - FAcroR DIAGRAMS 

One of the earliest methods for oompressibili ty was to use equations 

of state determined from generalised compressibility giagrams. '!he 

two main methods are the Nelso-Obert diagram and the Edmister-Pitzer 

diagram. Nelson-Obert di.agrams are based on two parameter reduced 

temperature and pressure di.agrams FIG3, based on 26 single component 

gases. Reduced pressure Pr= P/Pc and reduced temperature Tr is defined 

as T/Tc, suffix , C being at the critical conditions e .i. the point 

of equal specific voluae. For these gases the sm:::>othed curves fit to 

within 1%. Once other gases are used the error increase to 2% for 

compressibility factors of 0 .6 and above and up to 6% for factors 

between 0.3 and 0.6. Edmister-pitzer diagrams improve the prediction 

by introducing a third parameter factor W called the acentric factor, 

based on how spherical the nature of the molecular force field of the 

gas. For simple fluids such as argon W= O • They ass..im ·ad that fluids 

with the same pVT relationship have the saIIE (J) , and the deviation is 

linear to adjust W for the nature of the fluid then Z ·. = Zo -t- (i)Z1 

where Z 0 is the simple compressibility and Z 1 , the deviation. '!he 

data can be derived from two diagrams FIG 4 and from the equation 

w ~ (3ks (P~'+·=tV7 (Tc,,.+11 -1)) - I 
It is possible to obtain accuracies of better than :1% over Z ranges 

of O .6 - 1.0 for non-polar gases. A version of this DE thod called the 

corresponding stat.es equations i~ used by British gas . Combined with 

accurate ciata this method gives a low uncertainty for natural gas. 

(6 .2) CALCULAT: ION . METHODS 

(6 .21} REDLICH-KWONG EQUATIONS 

'Ihe Redlich-Kwong equation is a two cxmstant equation of state that 

may be adapted to calculate compressibility from Tr and Pr. Compress-

ibili ty is given by 

where 

Z :: I + A -AB 
A+l. 



As the equation is non-linear it has to be solved iteratively, Newtons 

method being the simplest. FIG4 shows the deviation of 2. with 

varying Tr and Pr for methane. At low pressures agreenent with actual. 

is good1 better than O .5 % , but with increasing pressure and teq>erature 

the error increases significantly. Substantial DDdi fications have been 

made to the basic theory by· both Gaz de France and Runr. gas but in 

general the equations are still not good at predictions at pressures 

above 60 bar absolute. 

(6.22) BENEDICT-wEBB-RUBIN 

The BWR equation is an 8 parameter equation of state • Compressibility 

derived from the two equations: 

P = /<.Te+ (BoKT-A.o- Co/T2 )('2.+ (bRT- o. )e~-· ~-
can be 

+ ce3 (1 -t' ~ e'L JVT2 
- <5e 

e -= P M.\t 
ZRf"" 

,..... 11 c a b c "' i)( are empirical constants specific no ; Do J o J 1 1 J O J 

to the fluid concerned. '!his equation appears to have a good range 

of application although above 62 bar the deviation again appears to 

inci::ease, errors of over a.Si being likely. 

(6.23) OTHER EQUATIONS OF STATE 

'!here are a number of less commonly used equations of state such as 

the Peng-Robinson equation which is similar to the R-K equations. 

Emphasis seems to be on in:proving and 'honing1 down the already proved 

equations to obtain improved uncertainty, by adding en:pirical 

a:>rrections. 

(6 ,3) INTERPOLATION .METHODS (EMPIRICAL) 

'!here are a nunber of empirical methods for determination of gas 

a:>mpressibili ty. 'Ibey are based on the collection of experimental. data, 

and then the production of curve fits to neet the data. 

" . 



(6 .31) AGA3 NX19) 

The .American gas association, rather than use ~quations of state 

W'ldertook an extensive program of experiuents to produce universal 

data. Several hundred experimental points were taken and a curve fit 

derived to give super-conpressibili·ty Fpv =M where Z. 

is compressibility. The square root function comes from the initial 

requirement being for orifice plates. The immediate problem with the 

equations is that for all values of temperature a pressure of 

1.01325 bar a. leads to unity, i. e • Z- = 1 . This is not acceptable as 

it should only lead to 1 for an ideal gas. 'lhe basic curve fit 

for the equations are : -

Where 

Fpv = j B/D - D + ()/31T 

' + ( 0·001'~2/"'1'"3•.25) 

B=3-mn2... 

9 in TI 2 

D== (b+ (b-z.+ B3)-'i.)~ 

b=.9n-2mn~ 
'54- m11 3 

rn = f' (1") 

n = f ( 1"-/rn) 

1f = f (?) 

'\'-';:. tCT) 

E = NX19 Table Extrapolation. 

The tables were derived for a lean natural_ gas of specific gravity 0.6 

containing no dilutants. T and P corrections were applied for gases 

with other gravities, and for_ gases with nitrogen and carbon dioxide 

additives. 'lhe following conditions over which NX19 is recommended 
0 

are temperatures 230 to 390 K, pressure 340 bar and up to 15% 

nitrogen and camon dioxide. '!his allows for con:pressibili ty determination 

for SG in the range O .554 to 1.000. 



To correct for the basic deficiencies of the concept, there are 

at least 6 different proposed corrections. 

. ; . 

1) Texas Eastezn Transmission Corp/British Gas proposed a roodification 

given by Zpr= Zf"C..AXZT where PT represents corrected value, 

AGA is NX19 value and T is temperature correction at P= l .Ol325bar a. 

2) c .E .R.G. proposed a version: - z PT : ZIV:..,..')( Z<:} /Zn 
where 5 refers to P=l.Ol325bar a. and 15 .SS0 c and 0 refers to 

P=l.01325 bar a. and o0 c. 

3) Heming and Wolowski (Ruhr Gas) proposed two versions, one based 

on trans location of the scale, implying that Z p..(.A is Wli ty for 

P-=O rather than l.Ol325bar a. 

4) They also proposed that 

5) Gaz de France proposed th.at Z.PT :::- ZF\C.P- x 25 

6) A further concept idea by Gas de France the change would be 

ZPT ::: Zrv;.A - (1 ·-2;) This is not based on scienti fie 

evidence but seems to give reasonable correction up to 80l>ar a. 

Corrections 2, 3 and 4 give answers at P; l.Ol325bar a. which is not 

correct. 

'Ihese cc .rrections all show a reduction in error but they ao not correct 

the inherent defects in the basic empirical relation determined from 

experiIIEntal error. 

The NX19 equation is vecy specific to natural gas and cannot be used 

for other gases. In general the NX19 equations do not seem to perform 

aswell as some other methods exoept at very high pressure, above 82bar 

and high SG, al tho.ugh within specific ranges of pressure, temperature 

methane content the performance can be very impressive, RMS errors of 

the order of 0 .1% 

(6.32) AGA 8 GRI 

'lhe latest method of compressibility calculation is the GRI equations 

now incoi::porated in AGA 8. It is a semi-iupirical method based 

initially on an equation of state, with. fine tuning from empirical 

data. The basic equation is given by Z = Z0 (Tr ,er)+ '6Z't' (Tr ,or) 
where O i s a paramete r similar to the acentric factor. 

e = ffiOlar density I £ := energy parameter and (J'" Separation, paraneter 

obtained from ~-
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• 

Tr= KT/E. J E>r = e o-3 

Zo was determined from selected experimental data, second viral 

coefficient, enthalpy departure and vapour pressure data for methane, 

giving 

z 0 ;; i+ (~,+uz.t +Q~tz-t-Ot+-l~+ast4-t-l:\z.~ts-+a1~t°?+u1~-£b)er 
+ (C-\1ot + o.1t.4 +o.~t..i;; + G\\~t.'0)ef-+ (~~t.+o,ol:. ... -ra110)el 
+ (_O.,z_ (:_ £._ + G\,"!, t. b) e ("r:; ·+ all+· t.be,2 + (, +~,s er'-)~r t-~\Se~) 

Z"-6 is found similarly with data from ethane, propane, nitrogen, 

carbon dioxide etc.up to 11 constituents and is given by:-

Z'6 = (u1~ t: + lli.o t.'+- )er+ (az.~ +C\z.~t'"'")e.t+(az.st.'++a~2)e3 
+ l.\z.,t.""e.,5+ Oz..zt'"e1

2 (1+ C-\1-ser'L. )ex.pl-C\iser'?.) 

();_in the equation are equation of state constants. 

While this equation set is still relatively new it does appear to be 

giving high quality answers. For general natural gas the compressibility 

may be calculable to within a 0.3% absolute deviation up to 150bar a. 

Perhaps however its greatest feature is that it does have more 

general application than the other methods, from pure gases through 

to complex mixtures. 

(6.33) IUPAC TABLES 

The international union for Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) 

have produced tables for a variety of gases. In particular they 

have produc-ed useful extrapolation of tables for Ethylene and high 
. 'l. .Jt. . -.) . 

and low pressures. For low pressure this takes the form 2:.~~E,\..jT ~(; 
Where the coefficients are obtained from IUPAC tables. 

t.:O J-:<O 

(7.0) SUMMARY 

The paper is a very loose summary of the methods for calculating density, 

on line. In misses out several methods of compressibility calculation 

such as Standing-Katz and Vennix-Kobayashi. Overall the pictw:e that 

emerges is that all of the methods have use in different applications, 

and maybe a manufacturer of flow computers has to include them all in 



software with a preference selection based on pressure, temperature 

content, density range combined with mind reading software for 

personal preference. Perhaps the latest method the GRI will allow a 

rationalisation if in the end it is shown to have the r~ge it 

appears to have. 

From a practical stand point it would seem more suitable to combine 

two or preferably three methods, calculation, direct density by 

densitometer and density by gas chromatography to obtain a reliable 

answer for density. A summary of the limitations of the different 

~ t.11ods are be low based on the references given. 

L'fil'IHOD OF COMPRESSIBILITY SENSIBLE PROCESS MINIMUM OVERALL 
DETERMINATION PRESSURE FLUID ERROR ERROR 

RANGE 

BAR 
* 

Polar + 
- 1% 

NELSON - OBERT 
Gases 

+ - .4 - 6% 

Polar & + + 3% EDMISTER - PITZER 
Non-Polar 

- :1% -
Gases 

** REDLICll-KWONG SO bar A. Various + -0.5% 
+ 
- 2% 

>0-lOObar-A 

*** BENEDICT-WEBB-RUBIN 00 bar A Various + 
-0.4% 

+ 
- 1% 

with offset 

AGA3 NX19 lOOhar A Natural + + 
Gas 

-0.5% - 1% 
& 

100-lSOBar A 
Dilutents 

AGA 8 GRI lSOhar All + 
-0 .15% 

Gases for natural Gas 

IUPAC - low pressure Ethylene + -0.2% 

STANDING-KATZ lSObar Natural + 
Gases 

-0.6% 

* 
** 

A combination of offset and linearity errors have been coIJbined 

Depends on i:oodi fications 

*** Reference 8 gives 
Natural gas. 

+ much better results -0.2 up to 150 Ba:r A for 

• 
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The results from all the referenc-es are subject to wide interpretation 

and so the table is necessarily broad in its error band. Also these errors 

are purely those obtained under 'ideal' experiamental conditions and 

are likely to be larger under process conditions 
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